Directions for Installing Security Plate Slide in Tracks
on your Plexidor® Pet Door

You will be installing these slide in tracks onto the face of your existing Plexidor® pet door. You
will be taking out your pet door to do this. There are 3 parts to the slide in track - a bottom piece
and 2 side pieces. Following are detailed instructions and photos:
Tools Needed:

Screw driver
Drill and 7/32 inch drill bit
LocTite (available at most hardware stores)
Fine Pointed Dark Marker

1. Unscrew the four mounting screws on your installed Plexidor® and slide the door out of the cut
hole. Put the pet door face down on a level work surface.

2, You are going to mark the pet door frame where you will be drilling the 2 holes to screw on the
bottom and side slide in track pieces.
3. Start with the bottom piece first. It is very important that you line up the bottom piece with the
mitered joints at the bottom of the pet door. (see photos)

4. Once you have lined up the bottom piece with the mitered joints take a fine tipped marker and
mark the screw holes.

5. Line up the left side of the slide in track frame piece with the mitered joint and use our marker to
mark those 2 screw holes. Do the same with the right side.
Now that the frame has been marked to show where the screw holes will be, you are ready to drill
the screw holes. Use a drill with a 7/32 inch drill bit to drill the screw holes.
Once you have drilled the holes, turn the door over so that the frame is facing up and position the
bottom track piece and screw it in place. Then screw the left and right side track pieces in place.

Make sure the pieces all seem to be in place and then hold the door upright and slide the security
plate in place to make sure everything is aligned properly. Then remove the security plate and turn
the door back over so it is face down on the work surface.

Take the LocTite epoxy and epoxy the back of the slide in track mounting screws. This will stop the
screws from loosening over time.

Now you are ready to re-install the pet door into itʼs mounting hole. Simply slide it back in place and
rescrew in the mounting screws.

Unscrew 4 mounting screws and pull out pet
door from mounting hole.

Line up bottom slide track piece with
mitered corner joints.

Mark screw holes with fine pointed marker.

Screw hole marks should be approximately centered in the frame track as
shown here. Check your marks after
you draw them, if they are not close to
centered, redo them.

Align first side piece with mitered joint
and then mark screw holes with fine
pointed marker, as you did with the bottom frame. Again, check that the screw
hole marks are in the center of the
frame track. Then repeat for final side
piece.

Close-up view of back of pet door frame
after holes have been drilled and slide in
track frame pieces screwed in place and
LocTite put on back of bolts.

Door with slide-in security plate tracks installed on pet door frame. Before you
screw your pet door back in place, make
sure the security plate slides into the
tracks. Then you are ready to put your
pet door back in action.

